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Presentation Notes
“Altmetrics is NOT all about Twitter and Facebook, despite what many might perceive when first hearing about it. It IS about recognizing that a researcher is more than the sum of their citations. Clearly interest in the repository community about altmetrics judging by the number of attendees signed up to this workshop”– Carly Strasser http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2013/10/15/universities-can-improve-academic-services-through-altmetrics/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to celebrate success and milestones, earlier this year, we passed 1M downloads in Enlighten, we identified the millionth paper and award a bottle of champagne to the author – which also became this news item with our University Communications team – and gave us a chance to share more about download stats.
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Presentation Notes
A basket of metrics“Altmetrics are a very broad group of metrics, capturing various parts of impactViewed - HTML views and PDF downloadsDiscussed - journal comments, science blogs, Wikipedia, Twitter, Facebook and other social mediaSaved - Mendeley, CiteULike and other social bookmarksCited - citations in the scholarly literature, tracked by Web of Science, Scopus, CrossRef and others” Wikipedia, altmetricsAt Glasgow we soft-launch of download statistics and then altmetrics last yearFelt like a natural progression, we had included a tweet option in 2012 which showed number of tweets - had also looked at a link to Mendeley (related URL)No opt out option but also no zero score - that was critical to our launch decision, no stale zeros and no stale aka grey donuts - instead Seb was able to identify if score was zero then show "No altmetrics available" text. No one likes to be a zero!
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Why altmetrics and Enlighten? 
 
•Opportunities to add value and engage with (and empower) 
academic colleagues  
•Complimentary to traditional metrics (citations) 
•Discovering new outlets for content 
•Exploring new measures of impact or “just empty buzz” 
[altmetrics manifesto] 
•Chance to working with services like Altmetric.com 
•Ease of integration with repositories (like EPrints) 
•Getting in on the ground floor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Altmetrics clearly have a close relationship with the Open Access movement – so another way to encourage their use would be to add your work to your Institutional Repository. Libraries are specialists when it comes to increasing access to research.”http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2013/08/22/altmetrics-why-the-library-can-embrace-them/  



Glasgow’s Altmetric Timeline 
 
•Sep 12 - Elsevier/Scopus tweet about Altmetric integration 
•Jan 13 - Euan's Altmetrics/repository blog post  
•May 13 - Altmetrics demo to University staff 
•July 13 - Discussions with EPrints - City example 
•Late July – EPrints demo “With and without Altmetrics” 
•Aug 13 – Added API key, soft launched for all DOIs 
•Ongoing advocacy and demos of Altmetrics in Enlighten 
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Getting started - Using the Altmetric bookmarklet to check records in your repository
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Embeddable optionsVarious embeddable options and in the end we went for the donut (now with a no score option) with a snapshot of the key numbers. Working with Seb we felt the donut was much richer than just an Altmetric label. It felt more prominent (and colourful especially once you decrypt the various stands) and it also gave a better sense of what the donut was showing. We also offered a link through to more information available on the Altmetric site which showed the origin of tweets, news outlets etc.
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Example of “No Altmetrics are available text” 
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Collaboration and development with EPrints Services
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Metrics and Altmetrics: Take the plunge… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take the plungeTake the plunge, but ensure you bring your faculty and your institution with you. Worth trailing first and be clear it is about providing more information about their research and it's reach. Register for the free API and ensure you don't display zero or stale donuts.Take home messageAltmetrics are still young, it's still early days but they offer an opportunity to repositories to explore altmetrics, to add value and critically to engage with faculty. Different fields served in different ways and there are a range of issues from gaming to standardisation but the time to start is now.



Find out More 
 
•IRUS-UK 
•altmetrics manifesto 
•Altmetric.com 
•Enlighten 
•Altmetric EPrints Bazaar plug-in 
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